
Rodent Trail Blazer 

Use indoor/outdoor at old stone foundations, sheds, campers, and equipment garages 

This device is used to monitor rodent activity only. It does not kill rodents! Orange powder can stain some 

materials/fabrics, wash with soap and water, will fade outside over time. Do not use around unsupervised pets 

Remove bait cap and spread (bait paste or nut butter) into the back of the bait cap. Place the cap on the powder tube. Just 

snug not tight for easy removal later to check, clean and/or replace bait. 

Remove entry cap, and with a spoon, “pile” the fluorescent powder into the middle/center of the tube, “so the rodents wade 

through the powder” and replace cap. Again, just snug. Dab the same bait inside the entry hole. 

Use the stainless-steel strap and spikes to anchor the tube to the ground. 

Keep tube horizontal while transporting.  

 

     

 

From the area of the noises or droppings in the attic, ceiling, or basement, locate the closest outside wall. On the outside of 

that wall on the ground, clear any leaves/debris from the edge of the foundation and place the tube, with the entry hole 

nearest to the foundation. Press down firm on the tube, use strap and anchors to secure. Protect the entry from rain and wind 

i.e., cardboard hut. Be sure to clean and rebait the cap and tube as needed. The strap allows for side wall mounting with 

screws(not incl.) for an option. 

 Leave tube for a few days and check for prints coming out of the entry hole. Viewing the fluorescent powder works best in 

low light using a blacklight to find the prints going up the foundation, or chimney, wood siding or fences. Mice can climb thin 

wires and mice will climb trees on to the roof. If the trail goes thin before you find a hole, move the tube to extend the trail. 

Over time the powder in the tube will collect moisture and need replacement.  

Once you locate the entry points, they must be sealed, and traps must be set inside near activity! Have Fun!! 
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